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Name: Courtney Furner. 
  
Age: 35. 
 
Hometown: Perth, Australia. 
 
Current City: Zurich, Switzerland. 
 
Current Employer: LALIVE. 
 
Education: University of Western Australia; University of Vienna; 
Geneva LL.M. in International Dispute Settlement (MIDS). 
 
How did you get involved in international arbitration? I was 

staffed on a CIETAC arbitration as a junior lawyer working in dispute resolution in Australia.  I quickly 
realised that international arbitration could be the key to combining my interests in working in dispute 
resolution at the international level and with diverse people from all corners of the globe.  I joined Young 
ICCA in 2013 to become better connected to the international arbitration community and to increase 
my opportunities to develop a career within this specialised area.  After being a Mentee in the Young 
ICCA Mentoring Programme and receiving the Young ICCA Scholarship to attend the Geneva LL.M. in 
International Dispute Settlement (MIDS), I began working in international arbitration at LALIVE in 
Zurich.  These opportunities, and the colleagues and friends in the field that I have gained along the 
way, were almost entirely facilitated by Young ICCA, without which I would not be where I am today. 
 
What is your favourite virtue? Courage.  
 
What are your favourite qualities in another person? A good sense of humour, adventure, kindness, 
authenticity and honesty. 
 
What is your chief characteristic? I have been told that I am resilient. 
 
What is your main fault? Being in denial of growing up, which can be a curse as well as a blessing; 
not sleeping enough. 
 
What is your favourite occupation? I enjoy being an arbitration lawyer very much, but I also enjoy 
occupations in my previous lives (working a vintage store in Berlin and as a humanitarian observer for 
the Red Cross) and those which I do in my spare time (photography, gastronomy and travelling).  
 
What is your idea of happiness? A road trip through the Alps to the Mediterranean Sea; long lunches 
or dinners with family and friends; the first snowfall of the year. 
 
What is your idea of misery? Having grown up in flat and warm surroundings, skiing down a steep, 
icy piste takes the cake. 
 
If not yourself, who would you be? Someone living their best life in the Roaring Twenties. 
 
Where would you like to live? In two (or more) places at once. 
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Who is your favourite prose author? Stefan Zweig. 
 
Who is your favourite hero/heroine in fiction? J. Alfred Prufrock. 
 
Who is your hero in real life? My family. 
 
What historical person do you most dislike? There are unfortunately too many to choose from… 
 
What is your favourite name? Maximilian.  
 
What do you hate the most? Dishonesty, betrayal and rudeness. 
 
What is your natural talent? My closest friends would likely say that I am a people person. 
 
What is your favourite arbitration-related decision? The 1872 award in the Alabama Claims 
Arbitration, which is a landmark decision for the role that arbitration can play in the peaceful settlement 
of international disputes. 
 
Who is your favourite arbitrator? I admire those arbitrators who are professional, courteous, fair, 
efficient, unafraid of being creative in case management and able to cut through to the essence of a 
dispute. 
 
Who is your mentor? I am fortunate to have been mentored by some wonderful people within and 
also outside of the law.  A number of LALIVE colleagues have been a constant source of mentorship 
since I started at the firm.  I am also grateful to the Honourable Justice Robert Mazza for his ongoing 
wisdom and guidance. 
 
What is your motto? Life is short.  
 
What do you hope to contribute to Young ICCA as co-chair? If elected as co-chair, I would not 
seek to reinvent the Young ICCA wheel, but rather, build upon its existing infrastructure and initiatives 
to further open the doors of international arbitration, including in two concrete ways. 
 

1. Promote regional diversity by working closely with Young ICCA’s recently appointed co-
directors, regional coordinators and regional representatives: As part of this proposal, I would 
seek to expand Young ICCA’s geographical reach to a wider audience of arbitration students 
and practitioners by ensuring that (i) Young ICCA events and activities are organised in person 
across all continents each year; and (ii) there is more diverse regional representation of Young 
ICCA members. 

  
2. Promote age diversity within Young ICCA’s existing and prospective membership base: As part 

of this proposal, I would seek to (i) expand the Mentoring Programme to accommodate young 
law students; (ii) provide greater career resources to young law students and practitioners; and 
(iii) promote Young ICCA’s events and activities at law schools and international moot court 
competitions. 


